
To emphasise what

you say:

Clearly, I Obviously, I Of course, I Needless to say, if everyone were allowed to carry a gun, the cime rate

would rise considerably.

To express reality: Itisafactthat lInffict,llnfact,lAs amatteroffact,lThefactof thematteris (thut) lActualU, I

In practice, I Inileeil, I To tell you the truth, a crash helmet would be quite useless in the event of a seri'

ous motorcycle accident.

To expres the difference

between appearance and

reality:

Inüially, I At first, I ,4t frrst sight, his injuries seemed minor, but when the doctors examined him, they

discovered he had fractured his skull.

To give examples: For instance, I For example, by reducingyour intqke of red meat you can decrease your chances of hav-

ing a heaú attack in later ffi.
By reducing your intake of foods such us I like beef and lamb you can decrease your chances of having

a heaft attack in later ffi.
Ifyou want to decrease your chances of having a heart attack in later life, you should reduce your intake

of meat, particulnrly I in purticular, I especially red meaf.

To make general

statements:

As a general rule, I Generatly, I In general, I On the whole, people who exercise regularly suffer fewer

stress-related nroblems than those who don't.

To make partiallr'

'o'T:1'lu':l:11''
Tb express limit of

knowledge:

Upto apoint, lTo ucertainetctent, lTo some erteú, llna sense, llnaway,this is true aswomenin

socie\¡ are far less likely to use physical violence than men'

To the best of my knowledge, I As far as I know, there is no firm proof of the existence of aliens.

To state other people's I k is poputarly betieved that I Peopte often clnim that I It is ofien alleged that I Some peoplc argte that I

opinion: Many argue that I A lot of people think thut I A lot of people believe that the earth is the only planet in

our solar system thqt has ever supported life.
I Contrary to popular belief, the eafth is not the only planet in our solar system to have supported life.

To make contrasting

points:

It is a known fact that smoking causes cancer, yet I however, I nevertheless, I but I at the same time I even

so, I still, I nonetheless, millions of people around the world contihue to smoke.

Although I Even though I Regarilless of the fact thut I In spite of the fact that I Despite the fact that I

llhite it is a known fact that smoking causes cancer, millions of people around the world continue to

smoke.

To express balance (the

other side of the

argument):

Dogs are good pets in that thq provide companionship; however, lbut I on the other hand, I ahhough I yet, I

at the same time, I in contrast, feeding and grooming a dog can be expensive and time-consuming.

Negative addition: Neither the prime minister nor his deputy knew anything about the experiment.

Neither of them knew anything about the experiment.

The prime minister didn't know anything about the experiment; nor I neither did his deputy.

The prime minister didn't know anything about the experiment and his deputy didn't either.

To express exception: He read all the books butlapart fromlexcept (for) one: "Oliver Twist".

To clari$/rephrase: In other words,lThat is to say,lTo put it another way, if people made more of an effoft to protect the

environment, the world would be a much healthier place to live in.
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